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INTRODUCTION
1. How would you summarize the story line of Genesis? How does Joseph’s story fit in with this bigger picture?

2. How would a gospel-centered approach to understanding Genesis differ from a moralistic, character study approach? Which
approach are you more familiar with? Why?

3. The author says, “My goal in this book was not to find Christ behind every rock. It was, however, to be mindful of the
gospel at every turn” (p. 13). What danger is he trying to avoid? What is his ultimate aim in writing this book?
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THE LORD OF THE STORY
1. Why was the author devastated by an appreciative letter from a Jewish woman? How did this radically change his approach
to preaching Old Testament passages?

2. What is “Moralistic, Therapeutic Deism” (p. 17)? How is it different from true Christianity? Where have you seen the
influences of “Moralistic, Therapeutic Deism”?

3. What are some typical moralistic lessons from the life of Joseph? Which ones do you resonate with?

4. What are indicatives and imperatives? What are the dangers of mistaking one for the other? What are the implications of
this for correctly interpreting the story of Joseph?

5. How does Hebrews 11:22 link Joseph’s story to the Creation—Fall—Redemption—Consummation metanarrative of the
whole Bible? In what way is the story of Joseph good news?
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LAND, SEED, COVENANT
1. What are the eleven toledots in Genesis? Why is it important in a book about Joseph to understand that the final toledot is
that of Jacob?

2. How are land, seed, and covenant important themes in Genesis? Give specific examples of each.

3. Why is it significant that Joseph’s story starts in Canaan but ends in Egypt? How does this connect with the story of Moses?
Of Jesus?

4. Why is Genesis 3:15 such a significant verse in Genesis? In the whole Bible?

5. How does Genesis 15:1–21 bring together the three themes of land, seed, and covenant? How does each of these three
ultimately point to Jesus and the gospel?
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JUXTAPOSITION
GENESIS 37–38

1. If the story of Joseph is not meant to be primarily moralistic, what are some reasons Moses goes to great lengths to portray
Joseph as good and his brothers as evil?

2. What other juxtapositions does the author point out in the story of Joseph? What is the significance of these?

3. Which of the three takeaways from Genesis 37 is most compelling to you? Why? Where in your life does this truth connect?

4. Genesis 38 seems out of place in the narrative of Joseph. Why does Moses include it there? How is this meant to encourage us?

5. What are you seeing about God’s glory so far? Take time to give him thanks and praise!
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PROVIDENCE
GENESIS 39 –40

1. What is God’s providence? How does it relate to both pleasure and pain in our lives? Why is understanding God’s providence
so important for rightly interpreting the life of Joseph?

2. What are some specific evidences of providence in Joseph’s life? What are some specific evidences in your own life?

3. How does the gospel (that “God was willing to crush and kill his spotless, sinless Son for his own glory and for the salvation
of his elect,” p. 67) bring profound comfort and perspective to us in our own painful providences?

4. What providential events in Genesis 40 bring Joseph closer to his ultimate encounter and purpose in Egypt?

5. How do the two takeaways from Genesis 40 speak to you? Who in your life needs to be encouraged by these truths? How
could God use you to encourage them?
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EXALTATION
GENESIS 41

1. What is the “American Cinema” interpretation of Genesis 41? What cultural influences tempt us to interpret it this way?

2. What is the significance of each of the names of Joseph’s two sons? How does the naming of his two sons relate to the
themes of covenant and land?

3. Briefly review the events in Joseph’s life so far and explain why God brought him to Egypt. Why do you think God used such
a long and complicated process to accomplish his purpose?

4. The author states, “The fact is, no matter how good things get in this world, it’s all Egypt!” (p. 84). What does he mean?
How does this speak to you?

5. How does Joseph show that he is not defined by his past hardships? Do you tend to be more defined by your past or future?
How could Philippians 3:12–14 encourage your faith and hope?
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EXAMINATION
GENESIS 42

1. List the seven ways Joseph tests his brothers. Why does he subject them to these tests? How do they do?

2. What three tests does the apostle John subject Christians to in 1 John 5:1–5? What do you think would be sufficient evidence
of passing each of the three tests?

3. Using John 13:35 as a marker, how would you evaluate the current state of discipleship in your church? What are three
suggestions you would make to the leadership of your church to improve the quality of discipleship?

4. What is a current moral struggle you are facing? How are you responding? How does Philippians 2:12–13 encourage you?
Challenge you?

5. The author says, “We are in desperate need of brothers and sisters who will tell us the truth” (p. 99). Who are those people
in your life? Are you listening?
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TRANSFORMATION
GENESIS 43–4 4

1. In Genesis 43–44 Judah begins to emerge as the God-ordained leader of the family. List some reasons why this is a surprising
turn of events.

2. What is Joseph’s final test of his brothers? Why does Joseph do this?

3. How has God transformed Judah? Why is his transformation important for God’s larger redemptive purposes?

4. How does Judah’s new prominence in the family vindicate his mother Leah? What do we learn about God from this?

5. Read Ephesians 2:1–10. How does the story of Jacob’s family illustrate these glorious truths? How does this speak to you
personally?

6. The author says, “God has not left the salvation of his people to chance. Nor has he left it to us. God saves sinners because
they cannot save themselves. Remember, ‘It is God who works in you, both to will and to work for his good pleasure’ (Phil.
2: 13)” (p. 113). How will you live this out this week? Who will you pray for?
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REVELATION
GENESIS 45 –46

1. Think of a time in your life when you were overcome with joy. What caused it? How does it compare with Joseph’s joy in
Genesis 45–46?

2. Summarize Joseph’s theology of God’s sovereignty and man’s responsibility in Genesis 45:4–8. Is your response to Joseph’s
theology closer to delight, dismay, or confusion? Explain.

3. How did learning that Joseph was alive and well in Egypt impact Jacob? What “good news” has altered your world?

4. After a long silence God speaks directly to Israel (Jacob) through a vision. The author states, “He simply tells Jacob that
which matters most: ‘I am God . . . I am in control . . . You can trust me . . . I will bring to pass all that I have promised.’ This,
indeed, is more than enough” (p. 125). As you think about the circumstances of your life, is this enough for you?

5. How does a proper theology (doctrine of God) and anthropology (doctrine of man) help us to be gracious to those who
disappoint or hurt us? Where do you need to apply this in your life?

6. Do you tend to think that Christianity should get easier over time? Has it? How does Jacob’s journey to Egypt as an old man
give a better perspective?
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REUNION
GENESIS 47–48

1. When asked by Pharaoh what their occupation was, Joseph’s brothers replied, “Your servants are shepherds, as our fathers
were” (Gen. 47:3). How is the shepherd theme prominent in redemptive history? How does it ultimately point to Jesus?

2. Genesis 47 records a strange irony: a simple shepherd from Canaan blesses the most powerful king on earth. What do
you think gave Jacob the chutzpah or confidence to do this? How does this relate to what God had said to his grandfather in
Genesis 12:1–3? How does it relate to us as “sons of Abraham” (Gal. 3:7)?

3. Why does Jacob “put Ephraim before Manasseh” (Gen. 48:20) in his blessing? What is the spiritual significance of this?
What New Testament verses support this theme?

4. Do you agree with the author that the doctrine of adoption is oft-neglected? Read Romans 8:15–17 and discuss the practical
implications of adoption.
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RECONCILIATION
GENESIS 49 –50

1. What is your reaction to Jacob’s harsh prophetic words to Reuben, Simeon, and Levi (Gen. 49:1–7)? In contrast, what are
the four themes that emerge from the unmixed blessing pronounced upon Judah? How do these themes point to the Messiah?

2. Why do Joseph’s brothers become fearful again after Jacob dies? What does this reveal about their hearts? What is the only
thing that can bring peace to their troubled hearts?

3. Read Joseph’s stunning reply to his brothers in Genesis 50:19–21. How does his strong belief in God’s sovereignty over all
things free him to graciously forgive his brothers? How does Romans 8:28–30 add even more support to our ability to endure in
hope like Joseph?

4. What are the dangers of an unforgiving spirit? Do any of these dangers resonate with you? What will repentance look like
for you?

5. Discuss the ways Jesus and the gospel have been pointed to in the story of Joseph. Revelation 5:1–14 ties Jesus together with
the themes of land, seed, and covenant. Read and worship the Lion and Lamb!
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